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Abstract: Photocatalytic water splitting provides an econom-
ically feasible way for converting solar energy into hydrogen.
Great efforts have been devoted to developing efficient photo-
catalysts; however, the surface catalytic reactions, especially for
the sluggish oxygen evolution reaction (OER), still remain
a challenge, which limits the overall photocatalytic energy
efficiency. Herein, we design a Rhn cluster cocatalyst, with Rh0-
Rh3+ sites anchoring the Mo-doped BiVO4 model photocata-
lytic system. The resultant photocatalyst enables a high visible-
light photocatalytic oxygen production activity of
7.11 mmol g@1 h@1 and an apparent quantum efficiency of
29.37% at 420 nm. The turnover frequency (TOF) achieves
416.73 h@1, which is 378 times higher than that of the photo-
catalyst only with Rh3+ species. Operando X-ray absorption
characterization shows the OER process on the Rh0-Rh3+ sites.
The DFT calculations further illustrate a bifunctional OER
mechanism over the Rh0-Rh3+ sites, in which the oxygen
intermediate attacks the Rh3+ sites with assistance of a hydrogen
atom transfer to the Rh0 sites, thus breaking the scaling
relationship of various oxygen intermediates.

Introduction

Solar-driven hydrogen production is generally regarded as
a promising strategy to address the environmental crises and
energy shortage issues.[1] Particularly, the photocatalytic water
splitting via using semiconductor photocatalysts provides
a clean, convenient and sustainable approach for hydrogen
production. In general, there are three main steps in photo-
catalytic water splitting: the generation of electron-hole pairs
by absorbing solar light, the separation and migration of the

charge carriers, and H2 and O2 evolution reactions at the
surface of catalysts. To improve the efficiency of photo-
catalytic water splitting, numerous efforts have been put for
the first two steps in the last few decades;[2] unfortunately, its
overall energy efficiency is still limited by the sluggish surface
catalytic reactions in the third step which could be promoted
by cocatalysts.[3] Since the pioneering works by Bard et al. in
1978 reporting the photodeposition of Pt onto TiO2 for
potential photocatalytic applications,[4] variety of cocatalysts
(e.g., noble metal, metal sulfides, metal phosphides, metal-
free and MXene materials) have demonstrated their effec-
tiveness when combined with proper semiconductor-based
host photocatalysts.[3a, 5] Besides the discovery of new efficient
cocatalysts, the local structural modification of the cocatalysts
can also optimize their catalytic activities. Our previous works
have confirmed the contribution of the positively-charged Pt-
based cocatalysts for the boosted photocatalytic hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER).[6] However, modifying local struc-
tures of cocatalysts is still an open challenge to further
enhance the overall photocatalytic efficiency.

The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) commonly involves
a four consecutive proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET)
in the water splitting process.[7] Unlike the HER process
which undergoes only hydrogen intermediate, the OER
process typically features various oxygen intermediates,
suffering from scaling relationship in adsorption energies of
*OH, *O and *OOH intermediates.[7, 8] This induces serious
challenges to break the scaling relationship to obtain efficient
OER catalysts. Until now, single-site modification has been
widely used to maximize the unitization of active sites with
simultaneously optimized absorption energy of intermedi-
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ates,[9] but this strategy is still limited in the optimization of
catalytic activity involving multiple intermediates. Very
recently, the bifunctional OER mechanism over two different
metal catalytic sites has been proposed to break the OER
scaling relationship in the electrocatalytic OER process, with
one catalytic site serving as electrophilic site to adsorb
hydroxide assisted by the concerted hydrogen transfer to the
neighbouring catalytic site, which could synergistically lower
the OER energies.[10] Inspired by this, we anticipate a highly
active OER cocatalyst can be constructed via elaborate
incorporation of bifunctional sites featuring the potential to
break the OER scaling relationship.

Herein, we rationally constructed an OER cocatalyst of
bifunctional Rhn cluster, consisting of atomically dispersed
oxidized Rh3+ sites adjacent to metallic Rh0 sites. The
resultant bifunctional Rhn cocatalyst anchored on Mo-doped
BiVO4 which is widely used as the classic and stable light-
absorber material in the particulate photocatalytic sheets or
photoanodes,[11] achieves an excellent photocatalytic OER
performance of 7.11 mmolg@1 h@1. We believe the concept of
bifunctional Rh0-Rh3+ sites can provide new opportunities for
atomic-scale control of cocatalyst to construct OER-related
solar energy related techniques.

Results and Discussion

Crystal and electronic structural analysis

The host photocatalyst of Mo-doped BiVO4 (named as
BVOM) was obtained from Mo-doped K3V5O14 and Bi-
(NO3)3·5 H2O with a simple stirring method.[11b,12] Rh-based
cocatalysts incorporation was implemented through a subtle
pH-control impregnation method which can synthesize ultra-
small clusters,[13] to give trace-amount Rh-loaded BVOM
(RBVOM) precursor. Furthermore, the diverse valence states
of Rh was precisely modulated via calcination treatments at
the different atmosphere of air or hydrogen to obtain
RBVOM-A (decorated with only Rh3+ sites) or RBVOM-H
(decorated with Rh0-Rh3+ sites) samples, respectively (Fig-
ure 1a, more preparation details were described in the
supporting information).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) were firstly conducted to study
the morphology of pristine BVOM sample. In Figure S1 and
1b, the SEM and TEM images of the BVOM sample exhibit
the decahedral morphology, which indicates that BVOM can
be used as an ideal model host photocatalyst.[11a,14] Figure 1c
and Figure S2 exhibit the typical high angle annular dark-field
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM)
images, in which the lattice fringes of 0.457, 0.305 and
0.310 nm could be observed, which are indexed to (101), (013)
and (@112) planes of the monoclinic scheelite BiVO4

(according to JCPDS standard card #97-010-0605). This is
consistent with the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) image
of BiVO4 along the [13@1] zone axis in Figure 1d. Further-
more, the inverse FFT (IFFT) image of the selected area in
Figure 1d matches well with corresponding simulated atomic
distribution, indicating an ordered atomic arrangement in

BVOM (Figure 1e). The crystal structural analysis of BVOM
demonstrates the well-crystalline feature of the host photo-
catalyst, which can provide the explicit platform to study the
effects of cocatalysts.

After Rh incorporation, the crystal structures of BVOM,
RBVOM-A and RBVOM-H were studied via X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) analysis (Figure S3), exhibiting that BVOM is
well-indexed to monoclinic scheelite BiVO4. The diffraction
peaks of Rh-loaded BVOM present no obvious changes and
no obvious Rh clusters or particles could be observed in the
bright field STEM (BF-STEM) and HAADF-STEM images
(Figure S4), suggesting the ultrasmall particle size and low-
weight loading of Rh species on surface of BVOM.[15] In
addition, the SEM and TEM of RBVOM-H were also
conducted (Figure S5), which indicates the negligible mor-

Figure 1. Schematic illustration and corresponding characterization of
crystal and electronic structures. a) Abridged general view of RBVOM-
A (only decorated with Rh3+ sites) and RBVOM-H (decorated with Rh0-
Rh3+ sites) with corresponding atomic structures. b) TEM image of the
BVOM, showing the decahedral morphology. c) The atomic-resolution
HAADF-STEM image of the BVOM and d) FFT pattern along the
[13@1] zone axis of BVOM in (c), indicating the monoclinic BiVO4

structure. e) IFFT of the selected area in (d) (left) and the correspond-
ing the simulated unit cell of BiVO4 (right), with purple Bi, red O,
gray V. f) TEM image of RBVOM-H and the corresponding EDX
mapping images of Bi, V, O, Mo and Rh elements, respectively,
illustrating the uniform distribution of the loaded Rhn cocatalyst.
g) XPS spectra of RBVOM-A and RBVOM-H samples in the Rh 3d
region, showing differentiable Rh3+ and Rh0 species in RBVOM-H.
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phology changes compared with the
pristine BVOM. The energy disper-
sive X-ray mapping (EDX, Fig-
ure 1 f) images of RBVOM-H show
the homogenously dispersed ele-
ments, proving that the Rhn cocata-
lysts are uniformly anchored on the
BVOM. Inductively coupled plas-
ma-optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES, Table S1) was also im-
plemented to detect the cocatalyst
loading, which also demonstrates
the ultralow amount of Rh cocata-
lyst (0.28 wt.%) and Mo dopants
(0.01 wt.%).

To analyze the surface electron-
ic structure, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) characteriza-
tions of BVOM, RBVOM-A and
RBVOM-H were conducted. As
shown in Figure S6, there is no
obvious difference in the Bi 4f and
V 2p XPS spectra of BVOM,
RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A, indi-
cating that Rh incorporation and
thermal treatment would not obvi-
ously affect the surface electronic
structures of the bulk host photo-
catalyst. However, the XPS spectra
in the Rh 3d region of RBVOM-A
and RBVOM-H obtained at differ-
ent atmosphere exhibit sharp differences (Figure 1 g). Com-
pared with RBVOM-A, obvious new peaks at 307.5 and
312.1 eV in the Rh 3d5/2 and Rh 3d3/2 regions were observed
for RBVOM-H, which are assigned to the metallic state of
Rh0 species.[16] Furthermore, H2 temperature-programmed
reduction (H2-TPR) was conducted to prove whether or not
the surface elements of BVOM could be reduced by hydrogen
treatment. In Figure S7, there is a hydrogen consumption
peak at 130 88C in the spectrum of RBVOM, while no peaks
appear in that of BVOM within 50–300 88C, demonstrating that
hydrogen treatment did reduce oxidized Rh species instead of
the surface elements of the pristine BVOM.[17] Based on the
above characterizations, we demonstrate that the obtained
samples have well-defined morphology and good crystallinity,
and the main difference between RBVOM-A and RBVOM-
H is the valence states between the Rh cocatalysts: only Rh3+

species exist in RBVOM-A, while RBVOM-H features the
coexistence of characteristic Rh0 and Rh3+.

Local structure investigation of anchored Rh species

To further identify the true states of Rh species in
RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A, X-ray absorption fine structure
(XAFS) characterizations were conducted. Firstly, V K-edge
and Bi L3-edge XAFS were conducted, as shown in Figure S8,
the spectra of normalized X-ray absorption near-edge struc-
ture (XANES), extended X-ray absorption fine structure

(EXAFS) and Fourier-transformed EXAFS (FT-EXAFS) of
V K-edge and Bi L3-edge show no obvious differences, which
suggests the bulk structures of BiVO4 are not responsible for
performance discrepancy of RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A.
Figure 2a shows the Rh K-edge normalized XANES, and the
spectrum of RBVOM-A is in the same position with Rh2O3 ;
for comparison, the position of RBVOM-H is between Rh foil
and Rh2O3, illustrating that the bulk valence state of Rh in
RBVOM-A is Rh3+ and in RBVOM-H that is the mixture of
Rh0 and Rh3+, which is consistent with XPS results. The
Fourier-transformed spectra of the Rh K-edge EXAFS and
corresponding fits for RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A are
displayed in Figure 2b, combining the fitting parameters
listed in Table S2, with only Rh@O (2.03 c) and Rh@Cl
(2.25 c) exist in RBVOM-A while Rh@O (2.04 c) and Rh@
Rh (2.67 c) coordination exist in RBVOM-H. It is mention-
able that no Rh@O@Rh (typically 3.02 c in Rh2O3) coordi-
nation could be fitted in RBVOM-A or RBVOM-H, indicat-
ing the small size of Rh-based cocatalysts in RBVOM-A and
RBVOM-H. Thus, the structure differences of Rh species
between RBVOM-A and RBVOM-H are identified: there
are only Rh3+ species in RBVOM-A, while Rh0 and Rh3+

species coexisted in the Rhn cocatalyst of RBVOM-H to form
Rh0-Rh3+ sites.

To further determine the configurations of Rh0-Rh3+ sites
in RBVOM-H, theoretical calculation of XANES with the
FDMNES code[18] and wavelet transform (WT) of k2-weight-
ed c(k) signals based on Morlet wavelets[19] were carried out.

Figure 2. Local structure characterizations of RBVOM-H and controls. a) Rh K-edge XANES and
b) corresponding EXAFS spectra along with fits of RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A samples, indicating the
coexistence of oxidized Rh3+ and metallic Rh0 in the RBVOM-H. c) The experimental XANES spectra
of RBVOM-H and the corresponding calculations of XANES spectra configurated with different atom
numbers of metallic Rh0 on the oxidized Rh2O3, showing the characteristic configuration of a small
number of metallic Rh0 atoms adjacent Rh3+ species. The numbers in front of Rh0 represent the
atom numbers of Rh0 in the configuration. d)–f) WT contour plots of k2-weighted c(k) signals from
Rh foil, RBVOM-H and Rh2O3, confirming the peculiar oxidized Rh@O and metallic Rh@Rh bonds in
RBVOM-H. The absence of Rh@O@Rh also suggests that no aggregated Rh3+ species (Rh2O3

particles or clusters) in RBVOM-H.
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In Figure 2c, the full-line curve representing RBVOM-H is an
experimental spectrum, while the other dashed-line curves
represent the calculated different atom numbers of metallic
Rh0, which is adjacent the oxidized Rh3+ species (Figure S9).
It can be seen that with the increase of metallic Rh0 atom
numbers, the peak valley around 23260 eV heightens until an
obvious new peak appears, and the most similar curves are
that consists of 6 and 8 metallic Rh0 atoms on Rh2O3,
indicating that Rh0 species in RBVOM-H consist of a small
number of Rh0 atoms. Figure 2d–f and Figure S10 show the
Morlet wavelet transform (WT) contour plots, and the
location of intensity maximum is mainly related to the bond
length R (R direction) and atomic number Z (k direction).
The intensity maximum A and B correspond to oxidized Rh@
O coordination of Rh2O3 and metallic Rh@Rh coordination of
Rh foil both on k and R directions, which verifies the
coexistence of Rh@O (oxidized Rh3+ species) and Rh@Rh
(metallic Rh0 species) in RBVOM-H. The WT contour plots
of RBVOM-A was also analyzed (Figure S11), which shows
the only intensity maximum is assigned to Rh@O(Cl)
coordination. Consistent with the fitting results, no Rh@O@
Rh bonds were observed in RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A,
suggesting that no aggregated Rh3+ species (e.g., Rh2O3

particles) could be found. These results unambiguously
demonstrate the atomically dispersed Rh3+ species adjacent
to Rh0 clusters, which could promote the electron-hole
separation and maximize the utilization of Rh0-Rh3+ sites.

Photocatalytic OER performance evaluation

To gain an insightful understanding of the bifunctional
Rh0-Rh3+ sites in the photocatalytic processes of RBVOM-H,
various characterizations on its photoelectrochemical proper-
ties were performed. Ultraviolet-visible diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy (UV-Vis DRS, Figure S12) analysis shows that
all the obtained samples exhibit similar absorption edges,
indicating that the Rh-based cocatalysts loading with differ-
ent valence states has negligible effects on the light absorp-
tion ability of BVOM. The steady-state photoluminescence
(PL) spectra indicate that the charge recombination would be
effectively suppressed after cocatalysts loading (Figure S13).
The transient photocurrent responses demonstrate the high-
est photocurrent density for RBVOM-H (Figure S14). We
further collected the samples for electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) test (Figure S15), and the EIS spectra also
illustrate the RBVOM-H has smaller charge transfer resist-
ance and faster interfacial electron transfer than other
photocatalysts.

The photocatalytic OER performance of BVOM,
RBVOM-A and RBVOM-H were evaluated under visible
light irradiation (Figure 3 a,b and Figure S16). The pristine
pure BVOM without cocatalyst loading exhibits a low photo-
catalytic oxygen production rate of 2.28: 0.12 mmol g@1 h@1.
After Rh loading, the oxygen production rate shows clear
differences. For hydrogen-treated Rh-based cocatalyst deco-
rated RBVOM-H, the oxygen production rate is up to 7.11:
0.05 mmol g@1 h@1 with the optimized loading amount of
theoretical 0.6 wt.% Rh (Figure S17). However, for the

Rh3+ species dominant cocatalysts, RBVOM-A shows a deter-
iorated activity of 0.03: 0.01 mmol g@1 h@1. From the Fourier-
transformed spectra of the Rh K-edge EXAFS fitting results
for RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A (Table S2), it can be seen
that Rh@Cl coordination only exists in RBVOM-A rather
than RBVOM-H. Based on the results, phase diagrams of
RhCl3 and Rh2O3 to Rh were calculated (Figure S18), which
indicates that Cl@ might be easily removed in the synthesis of
RBVOM-H, and suggests the crucial role of Rh@Cl coordi-
nation on the generation of Rh0 to form Rh0-Rh3+ sites. We
further deduce that the low activity of RBVOM-A might
result from the following reasons: (i) electron-hole recombi-
nation on single Rh3+ species, (ii) low OER activity of single
Rh3+ sites undergoing single-site OER mechanism and
(iii) poison of Rh@Cl coordination to bulk BVOM. It is
mentionable that when pure BVOM was heat-treated either
by air or hydrogen atmosphere, the photocatalytic OER
performance also decreased (Figure S19), which demon-
strates that it is isolated Rh0-Rh3+ sites instead of the heat
treatment to bulk BVOM that activated the OER perfor-
mance. Furthermore, the TOFs for RBVOM-H and
RBVOM-A were calculated based on the dispersion of Rh3+

species on photocatalysts (see calculation details in the
supporting information). In sharp contrast, the RBVOM-H
gave a high TOF value of 416.73 h@1, which is 378 times higher
than RBVOM-A (1.10 h@1). The great enhancement indicates
the importance of generation of Rh0-Rh3+ sites.

Figure 3. Photocatalytic OER performance of RBVOM-H and controls.
a) Time-dependent photocatalytic oxygen production amounts in the
presence of silver nitrate (0.05 M) as a sacrificial agent under visible
light irradiation (l>420 nm) and b) photocatalytic OER rates of
BVOM, RBVOM-A and RBVOM-H, showing the optimal performance
up to 7.11:0.05 mmolg@1 h@1 for RBVOM-H. Error bars in (a) and (b)
were counted from 3 individual samples. Calculation methods of
oxygen evolution rate: the data were taken from 0 to 1.5 hours of
oxygen production to amount for linear fitting, and the slope k is the
oxygen evolution rate. c) UV-vis and AQY of RBVOM-H, which were
plotted at the center wavelengths of the band-pass filters, with error
bars showing the deviation of the wavelengths (Dl = 15 nm). d) oxy-
gen production rate and AQY for RBVOM-H and representative water
oxidation photocatalysts. The corresponding reference numbers were
included in brackets,[2g, 20] and more details were shown in Table S3.
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Figure 3c shows the plotting of the UV-vis and apparent
quantum yield (AQY) of the RBVOM-H as a function of
wavelength of the incident light, and RBVOM-H presents an
excellent AQY of 29.37% at 420 nm. Evaluating the photo-
catalytic oxygen production rate and AQY, an activity map of
representative photocatalysts was constructed to intuitively
showcase the photocatalytic OER performance of RBVOM-
H. As shown in Figure 3d, RBVOM-H is in the best
performance quadrant with impressive photocatalytic OER
performance.[2g,20] As the excellent performance of RBVOM-
H, the photocatalytic sheet with the photocatalysts spraying
on was prepared (Figure S20), showing the good film-forming
property of the photocatalysts, which is necessary for water-
splitting panels in advanced reactors for large scale applica-
tions.[21] To further testify the photocatalytic performance of
the sheet, a small size sheet was tested in the reactor
(supplementary movie S1), exhibiting a photocatalytic oxy-
gen production rate of 13.82 mmol m@2 h@1 (Figure S21).

Operando XAFS characterizations for photocatalytic OER

To gather the real structure-property relationship be-
tween the local Rh configuration and OER performance
during the photocatalytic process, operando XAFS measure-
ments for RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A were conducted.
Figure 4a presents a schematic of the operando XAFS
photocatalytic set-up for the study which can help us observe
the catalytic dynamic process. The Rh K-edge XANES
spectra show the distinct differences between RBVOM-H
and RBVOM-A (Figure 4b,c). In Figure 4b, the valence state
of Rh in RBVOM-H increases gradually under the irradiation
and dropped after turning off the irradiation, indicating the
adsorption and desorption of oxygen-containing intermedi-
ates. For sharp comparison, the valence state of Rh in
RBVOM-A keeps 3 + under the irradiation (Figure 4c),
further demonstrating the important role of Rh0 incorpora-
tion for oxygen generation. Figure 4d and 4e show the
relationship between reaction time and Rh local coordination
environment of RBVOM-H and RBVOM-A, respectively,
with red regions between 1–2 c represent Rh@O coordina-
tion. As shown in Figure 4d, the Rh@O coordination number
increases with prolonged reaction time and would decrease
after the reaction. This clearly evidences the reversible
changes of Rh@O coordination configurations during the
photocatalytic OER process. For comparison, the Rh@O
coordination number almost remains unchanged during the
reaction for RBVOM-A (Figure 4e), which is in line with the
unchanged XANES spectra. Based on these results, we reason
the Rh0-Rh3+ sites configurations instead of individual Rh3+

sites play an important role as the synergistic active sites for
photocatalytic OER.

Theoretical exploration of the bifunctional Rh0-Rh3+ sites

The density functional theory (DFT) calculation was
conducted systemically on Rh, Rh2O3 and Rh0/Rh2O3 models
(Figure 5a), which represent only Rh0 sites, Rh3+ sites and

bifunctional Rh0-Rh3+ sites, respectively. The adsorption
energies of H2O on the individual Rh0 and Rh3+ sites, as well
as H intermediates on Rh0 and lattice O near Rh3+ (Rh3+-
Olat), were calculated, which proves the basic properties of
different sites in adsorbing oxygen and transferred hydrogen
intermediates. Comparing these adsorption energies (Fig-
ure S22), it is obvious that H2O prefers to adsorb on the Rh3+

site with an adsorption energy of @0.96 eV rather than the
Rh0 site (Eads =@0.58 eV); while for H intermediates, contra-
rily it adsorbs on Rh0 favorably instead of Rh3+@Olat

(@0.63 eV vs. @0.26 eV). Hence, it can be predicted that
Rh3+ and Rh0 could play important roles in oxygen and
hydrogen intermediates adsorption, respectively, synergisti-

Figure 4. Operando XAFS to describe local structural evolution during
photocatalytic OER process. a) Schematic illustration of the operando
XAFS set-up, equipped with the operando cell with photocatalysts
suspension in the solution. Operando Rh K-edge XANES spectra of
b) RBVOM-H and c) RBVOM-A, indicating the valence states of Rh in
RBVOM-H increased gradually but did not reach 3 + under irradiation,
while the valence of Rh in RBVOM-A kept 3+ . Corresponding time
dependence of coordination environment for d) RBVOM-H and
e) RBVOM-A, showing the reversible changes of Rh@O in RBVOM-H
during the photocatalytic water oxidation process, which demonstrates
the oxygen evolution process on the Rh0-Rh3+ cocatalyst instead of
single Rh3+ sites. Notes: Pre represents the photocatalysts suspension
in the solution without any irradiation; Reaction represents irradiation
was carried out about 100 min for RBVOM-H and 50 min for RBVOM-
A; Post represents the irradiation shutdown.
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cally promoting the H2O dissociation and subsequent dehy-
drogenation steps in the OER process.

To further demonstrate the promoting effect of the Rh0-
Rh3+ sites on H2O conversion, the related kinetic properties
were also calculated (Figure 5b). On the Rh0-Rh3+ sites, the
sequential dissociation of H2O on Rh3+ into the atomic O
species (*H2O!*OH!*O, * represents Rh3+ site) with the H
species released onto the metallic Rh0 sites simultaneously,
exhibits relatively low energy barriers of 0.76 and 0.12 eV,
respectively. These values are obviously lower than that on
simple Rh0 sites (0.99 and 0.91 eV) or Rh3+ sites (0.89 and
0.85 eV). The structures of the optimized transition states are
shown in Figure S23. Based on these thermodynamic and
kinetic results, we anticipate that the Rh3+ site is in response
to adsorb and activate H2O, and the Rh0 site plays a key role
to dehydrogenize H2O and OH, facilitating O intermediates
generation on the Rh3+ sites during the photocatalytic OER
process. This is also consistent with operando XAFS results
which shows the reversible changes in Rh@O coordination.

For the further oxygen generation steps on our catalysts,
two common processes were considered:[22] (i) *O + H2O!
*OOH + H+/e@ , *OOH!O2 + * + H+/e@ ; and (ii) *O + *O!
O2 + * + * (* represents Rh3+ site). The pathway (i), i.e., H2O
attacking the adsorbed O to form the O@O bond, can be also
accelerated by hydrogen anchoring onto the metallic Rh0 site
with an energy barrier of 1.45 eV (vs. 3.42 eV on Rh0 and
1.65 eV on Rh3+). In comparison, the pathway (ii), i.e., the O-
O coupling step on Rh3+ site is easier to occur, which has
a lower energy barrier of 0.78 eV (Figure 5c). Therefore, we
believe the OER energetics of both steps can be optimized via
Rh0 site incorporation for dehydrogenation, and propose an
energetically favoured OER mechanism that might occur as
follows (Figure 5d): H2O prefers to adsorb on the Rh3+ site
and dissociates into O atom assisted by the Rh0 site, then the
formed O atoms on the Rh3+ sites can couple each other to
form O@O bond, finishing the whole water oxidation cycle.

Overall, the Rh3+ and Rh0 sites at the Rh0-Rh3+ sites
configuration cooperate to complete the whole catalytic
process, and the promoting effect can be ascribed to that
the Rh3+ sites afford the efficient binding sites for O
intermediates (*OH, *O and *OOH) and the Rh0 sites
contribute to the adsorption of H species. Such a bifunctional
mechanism can make full use of the adsorption selectivity of
different-valent-state species to different adsorbates, thus
breaking the scaling relationship to improve the whole
catalytic activity.

Conclusion

In this work, we construct an isolated Rhn OER cocatalyst
with Rh0-Rh3+ sites anchored on Mo-doped BiVO4, which
delivers a super high visible-light photocatalytic oxygen
production activity of 7.11 mmolg@1 h@1 and an AQY of
29.37 % at 420 nm. Compared to RBVOM-A, the TOF of
RBVOM-H improves 378 times. The XPS, XAFS as well as
theoretical simulations confirm the coexistence of Rh0 and
Rh3+ sites in the isolated Rhn cocatalyst. The operando XAFS
results show the distinct reversible Rh@O configurations
during the OER process on RBVOM-H, which unambigu-
ously demonstrate the bifunctional Rh0-Rh3+ sites instead of
Rh3+ single sites as OER active sites. The DFT calculations
further illustrate the bifunctional OER mechanism on the
Rh0-Rh3+ sites, with the oxygen intermediate attacks the Rh3+

sites facilitated by a hydrogen atom transfers to the adjacent
Rh0 sites, which synergistically optimize OER energetics. This
cocatalyst consisting of synergistic sites with different-valent-
state atoms would open up a new avenue to potentially break
OER scaling relationships, which can be further used in the
OER-related solar-to-hydrogen conversion techniques.
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